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Bed Bath & Beyond is Hiding $182.1 Million In
Liabilities Off-Balance Sheet

Latest 10-K reveals retailer uses an inflated discount rate, masking its true
lease liabilities.
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before.
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research,
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year.

Bed Bath & Beyond Uses Discount Rate Much Higher Than Its
Peers
In its 2020 10-K, Bed Bath & Beyond disclosed it discounts operating leases by 6.4%. This rate
is significantly higher than BBBY’s omnichannel retail peers, which report the following discount
rates in their most recent filings:

● Target: 3.54%
● Walmart: 6.1%
● Costco: 2.23%
● Home Depot: 3.1%

Using an inflated discount rate hide’s a firm’s true liabilities from investors.

Bed Bath & Beyond has $2.33 billion in future operating lease obligations. The present value of
those obligations, according to BBBY, is $1.86 billion. If we use the blended average discount
rate for BBBY’s peer group— 3.74%— we calculate a lease liability of $2.05 billion. It means
Bed Bath & Beyond is understating the present value of its lease liabilities by approximately
$182.1 million, or 7.8% of its future operating lease obligations and 3.5% of total liabilities.

The discount rate is also inflated when compared to BBBY’s debt financing. The interest rates
on Bed Bath & Beyond’s 2024, 2034, 2044 senior unsecured notes are 3.749%, 4.915%, and
5.165%.

https://www.nickwinkler.net/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1658471
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/886158/000088615821000015/bbby-20210227.htm


Bed Bath & Beyond is Using Accounting Loophole to Hide an
Additional $7.7 Million Off-Balance Sheet
The company’s understated lease liability is even more pronounced than it looks. In the
footnotes, Bed Bath & Beyond reveals it’s excluding from its balance sheet an additional $7
million in future minimum lease payments:

“As of February 27, 2021, we have entered leases which have not yet commenced for
two new or relocated locations planned for opening in fiscal 2021, for which aggregate
minimum rental payments over the term of the leases are approximately $7.7 million.
Such amounts are included in the table above, but have not been recorded in the
consolidated balance sheet as of February 27, 2021.”

Excluding “not yet commenced” leases from the balance sheet is an accounting loophole Bed
Bath & Beyond and others are using to hide billions of dollars of liabilities from investors:

● Best Buy is Hiding $756 Million In Liabilities Off-Balance Sheet
● Salesforce is Hiding $1.4 Billion in Debt Off-Balance Sheet

This treatment appears inconsistent with FASB’s guidance on the topic. If a lease is legally
binding— as Bed Bath & Beyond acknowledges— Topic 842 (ASU 2016-02) makes clear that it
must be accounted for on the balance sheet:

“A lessee should recognize in the statement of financial position a liability to make
lease payments (the lease liability)...”

https://b94742ca-8101-4639-ae40-08569fcbd131.filesusr.com/ugd/a6c7f3_cdd8c9c258c949a6aa3bbc238dcda6cb.pdf
https://b94742ca-8101-4639-ae40-08569fcbd131.filesusr.com/ugd/a6c7f3_92819e563e984d0bb071754c12a5d5f9.pdf
https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/DocumentPage?cid=1176167901010&acceptedDisclaimer=true

